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DISCLAIMER
This is a summary of Airbus Background Layer Licence that highlights its key terms. Please read the full Airbus
Background Layer Licence text for the exact (and legally binding) terms that apply.

What are you allowed to do with the product?

For all internal use of the product:
You are free to:
- Use the product for integration into your solution/application/service and create a
background layer.
- Create value added products (e.g. mosaic) and derivative works (e.g. map, report).
For all external use of the product:

You as End-User

o

Your Customers

You can make available the background layer to your
customer(s) for visualization purposes (e.g. by
integrating the background layer into your interactive
online map to be used by your customer(s); or by
embedding the background layer into your software
package to be installed at your customer(s) premises).

o

Your customer(s) may visualize the
background layer integrated into your
application/solution/software package.
Your customer(s) are not allowed to
download the background layer, nor to use
it as a standalone product.

You are not allowed to make available the background
layer as standalone to third parties, for sale nor for free.

What should you watch out
for?

You are not buying the product, you are granted the right to use the
product.
Only do what is expressly permitted under this Airbus Background
Layer Licence. Ensure to cascade these terms to your customers and
ensure copyright credits are conspicuously displayed.

What are the Intellectual
Property rights in the
product?

When do your licence rights
start?
When do your licence rights
end?

The product remains the property of Airbus, or the property of its
licensor. You are granted only limited non-exclusive licence rights.

Your licence rights start as soon as you agree and accept the terms
of this Airbus Licence.
Your licence rights will be perpetual (except if otherwise stated in
your specific contract or subscription), unless revoked if you breach
the Licence.
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What is the applicable law?
French law

What are
products?

the

eligible

SPOT
Pléiades
Pléiades Neo
Living Library
Basemap
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